
Providing cutting-edge technology solutions for streamlining performance, 
reducing cost, and sharpening operational efficiencies

Software Suite



EmpowerMX FleetCycle® has been designed to assist Airlines; Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul 

(MRO) providers; Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs); and the Defense industry in the 

management of their assets including managing and satisfying maintenance requirements, 

planning and recording maintenance actions, and providing consistent data for reporting and 

analysis.

Our innovative and intuitive software solutions enable real-time maintenance information from 

multiple functional areas and locations across the entire business enterprise.

FleetCycle® Software Suite

The FleetCThe FleetCycle® software 

suite is modular with any 

aspect able to operate 

independently or in 

conjunction with other 

FleetCycle® modules or 

integrate with other 3rd party 

softwasoftware.



AERO
The Solution for Aircraft Operators

FleetCycle® AERO software solution is designed to ensure aircraft are fully 

airworthy and maintained in line with maintenance programs. It provides 

tools for planning events from a small single defect to a large major check, 

compiling events into bundles to be sent to third-party maintenance 

providers or completed internally.

FleetCycle® AERO includes the following modules:

Maintenance Program Manager

Planning Manager

Electronic Logbook

Line Manager

Material Manager

Maintenance Analytics



MRO
The Aircraft MRO Solution

FleetCycle® MRO software solution enables MRO providers to achieve a 

significant improvement in the efficiency of their entire operations by 

combining all required FleetCycle® managers into a bespoke solution.

FleetCycle® MRO includes the following modules:

Planning Manager

Production Manager

Material Manager

Maintenance Analytics

Maintenance Program Manager 
(Optional)

Electronic Logbook (Optional)

Line Manager (Optional)



OEM
The Solution for OEMs

FleetCycle® OEM is a leading edge supply chain and vendor management 

solution that provides full control over your materials and tooling as well as 

the full supply chain. It enables providers to easily implement supply chain 

controls into their production operations and allows users to greatly improve 

both parts and supplier management.

FleetCFleetCycle® OEM automates the essential asset controls needed to 

maximize production efficiencies and provides full traceability of all stock 

throughout its life cycle.

FleetCycle® OEM includes the following modules:

Material Manager

Maintenance Analytics

Maintenance Program Manager

Planning Manager (Optional)



Defense
The Defense Solution

FleetCycle® software solutions enable defense providers to achieve a 

significant improvement in the efficiency of their entire operations. It utilizes 

FleetCycle® AERO, which helps reduce costs by minimizing aircraft 

maintenance downtime while maximizing aircraft flight time. 

FleetCycle® MRO also helps defense providers to develop and implement 

smart solutions for improved operations, optimized costs, and increased 

profitability.

FleetCycle® Defense includes the following modules:

Maintenance Program Manager

Planning Manager

Electronic Logbook

Line Manager

Maintenance Analytics

Production Manager

Material Manager



ABOUT EMPOWERMX

EmpowerMX is a world leader in providing intelligent maintenance solutions for today’s 

aircraft. We are a global software company that creates innovative aviation maintenance 

solutions.

Our FleetCycle® software solution with its modules enables customers to significantly 

improve their entire maintenance operation.

FFounded in 1999 and headquartered in Dallas, Texas, with offices in Europe and Far East, 

EmpowerMX is uniquely focused on the aircraft maintenance industry and is managed by 

aviation maintenance experts.
www.empowermx.com

info@empowermx.com

1.866.498.3702

2601 Network Blvd, Ste 110, 

Frisco TX 75034


